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Think you’ve seen it all? Look at this report from The Telegraph [London]:
Women are increasingly seeking inappropriate IVF treatment because they do not have the time or inclination for a
sex life and want to “diarise” their busy lives.
Wealthy career women in their 30s and early 40s, some of whom have given up regular sex altogether, are turning to
“medicalised conception” - despite being fertile and long before they have exhausted the possibility of a natural
conception.
They are prepared to pay thousands of pounds for private IVF treatments - even though they have unpleasant and
potentially harmful side effects - because they believe it offers them the best chance of “instant” pregnancy.
Further: Michael Dooley, a gynaecologist, obstetrician and fertility expert, said that in the past five years he has seen a
20 per cent increase in the number of patients seeking “inappropriate or premature” IVF treatment.
“Many of these couples are simply not having sex or not having enough sex,” he said. “Conception has become
medicalised. It’s too clinical. There has been a trend away from having sex and loving relationships towards medicalised
conception.”
Mr Dooley practises at Westover House clinic and the Lister Hospital, both in south-west London, and a clinic in
Poundbury, Dorset. He said: “I have people who come to me for IVF who haven’t got time for sex. Those people don’t
care about looking for a lifestyle or maximising their natural potential.”
So, the contraceptive revolution allowed sex without conception. Then the bio-tech revolution allowed conception
without sex. Lost in all this is any biblical (or even organic) understanding of marriage and the meaning sex within the
marital relationship. Procreation is severed from the one-flesh relationship and pregnancy is scheduled like business
appointment.
I cannot think of a more graphic example of what happens when human beings begin to think of themselves as
autonomous units, whose desires and needs can be disconnected from transcendent purpose and organic function. Sex,
marriage, and procreation can be fully disconnected and then can be independently directed. George Orwell must be
laughing from the grave.
On the marriage front, The Telegraph also reports: Marriage is in terminal decline, Government figures showed
yesterday. Within 25 years nearly half of all men in their mid-forties and more than a third of women will not have walked
up the aisle.
In the same period, the number of people cohabiting will have more than doubled to nearly four million.
The figures published in a Population Trends report by Whitehall actuaries prompted fresh warnings from family
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campaigners that Government policies had marginalised marriage.
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